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Motivation

Algorithmic Arbitrage Discovery

Simplified First-Come-First-Served
§ Decentralized Exchanges’ (DEXs) daily volumes exceed multi-billion USD [1].
§ To have efficient prices on DEXs, arbitrage trades are necessary.
§ According to EigenPhi [2], the monthly profits of arbitrageurs operating on the

Ethereum blockchain exceeds 2 million USD.
§ Previous research [3,4] explores arbitrage opportunity discovery and execution on

such a network where transaction fees can influence the execution order.
§ In First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) blockchains, block proposers sequence

transactions in the order of appearance in their memory pool (mempool).
§ Hence, obtaining the desired block position for an arbitrage opportunity requires

precise transaction issuance timing and propagation to the network.
§ We propose an algorithmic approach for detecting arbitrage opportunities in

an FCFS network and demonstrate it on the Algorand blockchain, extending the
work by Öz et al. in [5].
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Experiments

§ We apply the algorithmic arbitrage discovery algorithm on 136 assets
exchanged in 255 pools available on Tinyman V1, Tinyman V2, and Pact.

§ The graph 𝐺 = (𝐸, 𝑉) of assets (𝑉) and pools (𝐸), can be represented as
an adjacency matrix, denoted with 𝐴. Then, the main diagonal of the 𝑨𝟑
matrix yields the 3-hop cycles for each asset.

§ For each l ∈ 𝐿 length trading cycle 𝒄𝒑𝒂𝒍 ∈ 𝑪𝒑𝒂𝒍 of a profit asset 𝒑𝒂 ∈ 𝑷𝑨, we
compute all possible implementations using the pools available for each
leg of the cycle, denoted with:

𝑰𝒑𝒂𝒍 =∪'!"# ∈)!"#
𝐼'!"#

§ The cumulative cycle implementation set of 𝑃𝐴 is:
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The algorithm can be applied:
i. After a block 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 , to find block-state

arbitrages on arb cycles that had an affected
pool in that 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑,

ii. After a transaction in the mempool that interacts
with a relevant pool, to find network-state
arbitrages on affected arb cycles.

First Findings and Future Work
§ We analyzed 300,007 blocks built between 2023-10-05 and 2023-10-16, where

21,624 blocks had at least one relevant pool updated.
§ The algorithm finds, on average, more than one unique block-state arbitrage

opportunity at every block under 0.2𝒔 runtime.
§ The profitability of the algorithm depends on the available runtime. Our

experiments on the range [0.2, 19.8] show that 0.2 𝑠 runtime discovers
approximately 83% less value than 19.8𝑠. This difference drops to less than 1%
as the runtime approaches the block time (3.3𝑠).

§ Unfortunately, even with 19.8𝑠 runtime, the discovered profit levels are minimal as
arbitrage positions are efficiently closed inside the block they appear. While
the maximum realized profit by an arbitrageur is 167.17 USD, the algorithm finds,
at most, a 32.26 USD opportunity that is fully closed in the following six blocks.

§ The future work will focus on:

Runtime Constraint
§ In FCFS networks, the arbitrage opportunity detection algorithm’s

available runtime depends on the first transaction’s arrival time,
changing a relevant pool’s state.

§ Our initial experiments on Algorand show that relevant pools’ states are
updated every six blocks (median), providing roughly 19.8𝒔 available
runtime to the algorithm, as Algorand’s block time is around 3.3𝑠.

§ Interestingly, we observe a maximum of 294 blocks (~16min) without
updates on a relevant pool state.

Ø Collecting mempool data and operating the algorithm on the network level,
Ø Optimizing the current prioritization rule utilized when examining arb cycles.


